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New Terms:
- NEMO: 'NEtwork MObility'
- A NEMO: 'a NEtwork which is MOBILE'
- NEMO-link
- NEMO-enabled MR
- Terms from the usage draft (section 7)

New Abbreviations:
- I-face
- E-face
- NEMO-prefix (instead of MNP)
NEMO Terminology: draft -nemo-terminology-01

- New Information
  - NEMO terms defined in Mobility Terminology: listed
- Deprecated terms (will be kept here until document becomes RFC)
  - MONET (use NEMO)
  - TLMR (use root-MR)
- Details:
  - LFN / LMN / VMN: have an address taken from the NEMO-prefix
NEMO Terminology: draft -nemo-terminology-01

- Proposition: say in NEMO Basic Support that:
  - only MRs may be 'NEMO-enabled'
  - LFNs are not NEMO-enabled nor MIPv6-enabled
  - VMN / LMN may be NEMO-enabled if acting as MRs
  - VMN / LMN may be MIPv6-enabled
NEMO Terminology: draft -nemo-terminology-01

Terms from the usage draft (section 7)

- Home Link
- Home Network
- Home Address
- MRHA Tunnel
- Mobile Aggregated Prefix
- Aggregated Home Network
- Extended Home Network
- Virtual Home Network

Are those terms too narrowed for the terminology document?
Any other Issue?

Last Call?
NEMO Requirements: draft -nemo-requirements-02

- NEMO support design goals may be enhanced (multihoming, nested, ...)
- NEMO Support One-Liner Requirements
  - Is this still useful ?
  - In this document, or in NEMO Basic Support ?
- Any other issue ?
  - Last Call ?